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Separating Fact and Fiction: The Real Story 
of Corpus Use in Language Teaching

Alex Boulton1

Abstract. This paper investigates uses of corpora in language learning (‘data-driven 
learning’) through analysis of a 600K-word corpus of empirical research papers in 
the field. The corpus can tell us much – the authors and the countries the studies are 
conducted in, the types of publication, and so on. The corpus investigation itself starts 
with frequency lists of words and clusters to detect initial themes, which are then 
extended (via distribution plots, collocates, concordances, etc.) to look at specific 
items: the researchers cited, the theoretical constructs and concepts investigated and 
how they are treated, and so on. The paper ends by dividing the corpus into early 
and more recent papers to compare evolution over time. This reveals keywords that 
were prevalent in earlier days as a snapshot of the past, and keywords today which 
may give an idea of future directions.

Keywords: corpora, language learning, DDL, data-driven learning, aboutness, 
empirical research.

1. Introduction

Language corpora and the tools used to investigate them are amenable to a 
tremendous variety of applications in many different fields. Even in language 
learning, there is “considerable variety in the pedagogical approaches adopted” 
(Johns & King, 1991, p. iii). This heterogeneity can make it rather difficult to 
make sense of what is really going on. Various attempts have been made elsewhere 
to analyse the results of empirical studies, especially in the form of a narrative 
synthesis (e.g. Boulton, 2010), but also more recently in a meta-analysis (Cobb 
& Boulton, in preparation). The aim of the present paper is not to analyse the 
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outcomes of empirical studies, but rather to identify typical themes and how they 
develop over time. To try to find core and peripheral areas of study, this paper 
investigates a corpus of published research papers in the field.

2. Methods

Given the many hundreds of papers that discuss various uses and  applications of 
corpora in language teaching and learning, for present purposes it was decided to 
limit the study to published research papers which evaluate some aspect of corpus 
use in language learning and teaching, thus allowing a near-exhaustive collection 
rather than a sample. It further excludes papers in languages other than English 
(though only a handful of these had been identified), PhDs (which would have 
skewed the results given their length), duplicate papers which report the same 
study twice (if sometimes from different angles), and unpublished papers (e.g. 
conference presentations), though it did include proceedings papers (cf. the debate 
about including ‘fugitive literature’ for meta-analysis; e.g. Norris & Ortega, 2006). 
The final corpus comprises 110 papers dating from 1989 to 2012, with over half 
appearing in the last 6 years, which suggests a healthy growth in empirical studies in 
this area. Nearly half were published in Europe (52), which is perhaps unsurprising 
as much of the primary interest came from the UK in the work of Johns (e.g. 1986) 
in Birmingham, as well as from Europe through the TaLC conference series. Asia 
is also well represented (37), with 17 studies in Taiwan alone; the rest of the world 
(21) consists primarily of English-speaking countries. Most papers appeared in 
journals (68), notably CALL (14), LL&T (9) and ReCALL (8); a further 31 were 
book chapters, and 11 were in conference proceedings.

Some texts were available in electronic format, while others had to be scanned. 
All were then converted to plain text format (UTF8), which had to be manually 
checked for various conversion and other problems, a not inconsiderable task given 
the need to work with a suitably ‘clean’ corpus. As the main interest was in the 
authors’ own text, further editing was required to exclude meta-data and abstracts, 
tables and figures, lists of examples and corpus data, long quotes, bibliographies 
and appendices. However, footnotes, endnotes, embedded examples and in-text 
citations were retained. The final corpus comprised 615,758 tokens (mean 5,597, 
varying from 1,631 to 15,029; SD = 2,068.11).

The aim of the present study is not so much to analyse language per se, but 
rather the ideas expressed through language to arrive at an understanding of the 
“aboutness” of the corpus as a whole (Scott & Tribble, 2006, p. 60), i.e. applying 
corpus linguistics tools as “a way of telling stories about texts” (Tribble, 2012, 
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n.p.). The main software used was AntConc (Anthony, 2012), a free, simple, user-
friendly, stable and reliable tool complete with on-line tutorials, help functions and 
discussion forums. AntConc is suitable for teachers and students (cf. Kaszubski, 
2006), but also sufficiently flexible and powerful for research purposes (e.g. 
Charles, 2012).

3. Results and discussion

The first step was to compile a frequency list of the corpus as a whole. Inevitably, 
most of the high frequency items were grammar-function words (the, of, too, 
and…); though such “small words” are not without interest, they are of limited 
relevance for semantic purposes, so a stoplist2 was applied to filter them out. The 
resulting list of lexical items, each with a frequency of over 1,000 occurrences per 
million words, allows a general overall picture to emerge of the prototypical study 
in this field. They can be recombined textually, if somewhat creatively, as:

A group of learners, generally students, using data from texts based on 
corpora for learning language or writing through concordancing. According 
to their level, they can look at both vocabulary (words) or grammar to gain 
information from the examples of actual use given in a concordance, and 
search for patterns to improve their knowledge in their English course. This 
teaching approach is known as DDL, and each research study provides 
analysis of results from a test.

This intuitively corresponds to the picture generally projected of data-driven 
learning, but the corpus-based description provides a sounder empirical basis to 
build on here. Frequency lists of clusters were also produced, though the results 
did not contribute much semantically to the present research. For example, the top 
three tri-grams were the use of, of the students and in order to.

Case sensitive searches enabled the compilation of a list of researchers referred 
to in the texts. Unsurprisingly, Tim Johns was the most frequently cited with 317 
occurrences, followed by Tom Cobb (210), Angela Chambers (145) and Guy 
Aston (122), all tremendously influential in the field. From an analysis of authors 
cited at least 20 times, it is apparent that most of the 65 individuals are originally 
specialists in language learning and teaching who have adopted corpus linguistics 
techniques in their research and teaching, rather than corpus linguists moving 
towards language pedagogy. The implications of this require further exploration.

2. http://nlp.cs.nyu.edu/GMA_files/resources/english.stoplist
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Firstly, 31% of papers make no mention of Johns at all; this may be because the 
authors prefer more recent references, or are simply unaware of older research. 
However, it might be that some researchers do not consider what they are doing to 
be ‘data-driven learning’, the term coined by Johns. Nonetheless, DDL and data-
driven learning (± hyphen) together appear 1,106 times in 69 papers. Following 
up on this, the term corpus-driven occurred 64 times in 11 papers, compared to 
corpus-based 367 times in 70 papers (± hyphens). Given the debate about the 
differences between the two terms (cf. Tognini-Bonelli, 2001), it is interesting to 
note that only 3 of the 110 papers use both, and only 2 make an explicit distinction. 
However, the differences become apparent from the collocates: corpus-driven 
tends to co-occur with research and study/studies, while corpus-based collocates 
most strongly with learning, activity/activities and approach. Again, this seems to 
reflect the preoccupations among these researchers, i.e. language teaching/learning 
which uses corpus linguistics rather than the other way round.

The next question is to identify exactly what pedagogical aspects are developed 
most. A list was drawn up of likely key terms, especially the advantages frequently 
attributed to the approach, leading to individual analyses of 30 separate families of 
items. The list was topped by context*, which occurred 1,133 times in 105 papers, 
and at least 10 times in 44 papers. Other items occurring at least 500 times and 
at least 10 times in 10 separate papers are task*, pattern*, skill* and exercise*. 
The bottom end of the scale is also revealing, with less than 20 occurrences 
of constructiv* or individuali* (for individualisation, individualized, etc.) for 
example. Even such items as cogniti* and autonom* are relatively infrequent: 
fewer than 5 papers mention them more than 10 times, suggesting they have not 
been the overt focus of much research. No papers feature even 10 occurrences 
of collaborat* or creativ*, again suggesting a need for further explicit work in 
these areas.

Pursuing the theme of this year’s EUROCALL conference (20 years of EUROCALL: 
learning from the past, looking to the future), a final stage was to divide the corpus 
into two roughly equal components (by publication date, with the cut-off point 
at 2006/2007) to compare early and more recent themes. This is achieved by a 
keywords analysis, which counts all items in the two sub-corpora to arrive at a 
measure of statistical significance (log-likelihood), and ranks them according to 
their positive or negative keyness (Scott & Tribble, 2006). Keywords in the earlier 
papers include concordancing, vocabulary and word, as well as specific corpora 
such as the Bank (of English). Keywords in more recent work include writing (with 
corpora being used as reference resources as well as learning tools) and Google 
(as the internet has become ever more present for professional and study purposes 
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as well as in everyday life). Less significant items need careful interpretation in 
a corpus of this size, however, as the procedure used does not take account of 
distribution; so an item such as stance, for example, is considered key since it 
occurs 119 times in recent studies vs. only 2 in older ones, but 117 of these are 
from just one paper.

4. Conclusions

Corpus linguistics is not just for corpus linguists. The availability of high-quality 
yet free and simple tools opens up the methodology to teachers and learners for 
a tremendous variety of purposes, including language learning and teaching. In 
this paper, a large collection of empirical DDL-like studies was compiled and 
subjected to corpus analysis, revealing a picture of prototypical work in this 
area and suggesting themes requiring further work – especially on some of the 
advantages frequently attributed to a DDL approach but for which there is as yet 
little empirical backing. Future predictions are always delicate, but deriving them 
from real facts in a corpus puts them on a firmer footing than some more subjective 
approaches. Based on the corpus presented here, one might expect the future to 
hold a greater synthesis between researchers in language teaching/learning and in 
corpus linguistics, the continued development of corpus use as a reference tool as 
well as a learning aid, a bottom-up expansion from lexis to include more work at 
the level of text or discourse, and increasing use of the web-as-corpus and Google-
as-concordancer.
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